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Introduction
Chinese medical aid to Serbia during the COVID-19 pandemic attracted unprecedented
foreign media attention and much speculation about a shift in Serbia’s foreign policy. Many
foreign and domestic policy experts have interpreted the enthusiastic acceptance of Chinese
aid by Serbian politicians as a departure from Serbia’s proclaimed accession to the European
Union. Since Serbia did not greet Russian assistance with the same enthusiasm, this sparked
speculation that Serbia is replacing Russia with China as its preferred eastern partner.
In Serbian media, the narrative of a ‘brotherhood’ has long been reserved for describing
relations between Serbia and Russia. Serbia’s ruling political elite voluntarily promoted
President Putin and Russia in the mainstream media to increase political support among
pro-Russian votes and at the same time exaggerating Russia’s influence in Serbia as a
bargaining chip with the West over its political goals. Due to the silent crisis of relations
with Moscow1, Belgrade officials saw the partnership with China as a stronger card to
play ahead of the 2020 elections to convince voters that the government was capable of
dealing with the COVID-19 crisis, as well as acquiring a new ally in the East to leverage in the
West. Consequently, China emerged as a ‘savior of Serbs in trouble’ during the pandemic
overshadowing roles of both Russia and the EU.
Because the pandemic was used as a framework for an excessive pro-Chinese campaign, the
research examines how pro-Chinese narratives in mainstream media during the pandemic
were used to position China, displacing Russia as Serbia’s main non-Western partner, while
simultaneously propelling the anti-EU narrative of incompetence and hypocrisy.

Methodology
Media monitoring included data collection using social listening software from the
online portals of most-watched televisions (TV Happy, TV Prva), the most visited news
portals (Blic, Kurir, Politika, B92 and Nova.rs), and the most circulated online portals
of tabloids (Informer and Alo). The number of news items processed includes 4,400
articles selected based on keywords. The research focused on monitoring of the two
predefined topics appearing below. Researchers hand-coded all 4,400 articles using the
Pulsar media monitoring tool to determine whether media coverage of these narratives
was supportive, neutral or opposing.
The following topics were examined:

1) Savior in trouble – praise of the shipments of medical equipment and vaccination
aid from China in comparison with Russia and the EU

2) Framing of pandemic support as ‘brotherhood.’
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The analysis was carried out for the period between 1 March 2020 and 31 March 2021
and focused on two key events – media coverage of the first shipments of medical
supplies to Serbia and media reporting of the supply of vaccines.

Media reporting on shipments of medical aid to Serbia
To understand how differently Russia, China and the EU were portrayed in the Serbian
media during the pandemic, we need to start by comparing the proportion of articles
published about medical aid to Serbia. During the period between March and August
2020, there were more articles about the aid coming from China than articles mentioning
aid coming from Russia and the EU combined. This is even more striking when the tone
of these articles is taken into consideration. Namely, two-thirds of all news reporting
on the medical aid that have a supportive tone focused on the Chinese help to Serbia.
Moreover, one-quarter of the positively framed articles were about Russian involvement,
while only one-tenth dealing with the European help to Serbia.

On the flip side, two-thirds of all negatively framed articles focused on EU assistance to
Serbia. The primary cause for the criticism towards Brussels concerned the initial delay
in shipments of promised medical supplies from the EU, which was widely used by both
the government officials and the pro-government media to construct the narrative of
Serbia being forgotten and left behind by the EU. This narrative leads to the conclusion
that the only salvation Serbia could find was to turn to Beijing for help in the times of
need. During the most watched public address at the height of the state of emergency,
President Vucic declared that “European solidarity is a fairy tale that exists only on
paper,” declaring that China was “the only country that can help us” and calling Chinese
President Xi Jinping his brother.2
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Looking more closely on the way in which Chinese help was portrayed in the media
during this period, we can observe that four out of five articles written on China were
overwhelmingly positive in tone, while only five per cent were predominantly critical.
Moreover, almost half of all positively framed texts on Beijing were reinforced with
the narrative of brotherhood between of the two nations, constantly repeating catchy
phrases such as “the steel friendship” between the two countries and peoples. The data
collected shows that this narrative of brotherhood with China was unmatched by any other
country in this period, with three-quarters of all articles carrying such strong emotional
messages focusing on the relationship with China. This is especially astonishing when
we take into consideration that for generations the narrative of brotherhood with Serbia
has been reserved almost exclusively for Russia. However, when it comes to the medical
aid during the coronavirus pandemic, only one in four articles underlining such level of
closeness was dedicated to relations with Moscow.
The tone of statements by Serbian state officials was also unmatched when it came to
assistance coming from China. During the period analyzed Vucic was present almost
every day on front pages taking about the fight against the coronavirus.3 Every third
positive article on China contained a favorable statement from President Vucic, with
literally not even one of his comments having even a slight negative notion towards
China. The same is true of other high government officials – Prime Minister Brnabic,
Internal Affairs Minister Vulin, or General Assembly Chairman Ivica Dacic, each had
nothing but praise for Chinese assistance to Serbia. The critical tone towards Beijing in
the Serbian media could almost exclusively be heard from several EU and US diplomats
Chinese spokespersons in Serbia have been most efficient in employing the megaphone
offered by the pro-government media in this period. The most vocal was the Ambassador
of the People’s Republic of China to Serbia, Ms. Chen Bo, as well as other diplomats. Other
actors, such as experts and medical workers who came to Serbia to help deal with the
outbreak of the pandemic, were also active. In addition, actors who as interlocutors have
amplified the official narrative in various mainstream media include the Chinese Writers’
Association, China Daily, vice president of the Academy of Xi Jinping’s Thought, sports
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clubs in China, Serbian athletes, Chinese entrepreneurs in Serbia, Serbian students in
China and others. Also, worth mentioning is how much the narrative of brotherhood
has been pushed by Chinese diplomacy, with the Ambassador Bo repeating expressions
such as ‘the steel friendship’ in two-thirds of her statements made during this time.

Russian shipments of medical equipment and help was also presented rather positively,
but the language was relatively subtle when compared to the reporting on China. Just
over 70 per cent of the articles were phrased favorably towards Moscow, while ten per
cent were mostly critical. The tone of statements by the officials were similar to those
pertaining to China when it comes to the exclusively positive attitude and lack of any
significant critique. However, with the clear exception of Minister Vulin, the cordiality
of these statements is incomparable with those directed towards Beijing. In their
statements, officials focused more prominently on the close collaboration and good
relations between the two presidents and governments then on historical ties and
brotherhood between the two nations.
When it comes to the Russian voice in the Serbian media, it is interesting that medical
experts from the Russian military who came to Serbia at the peak of the pandemic
had a slight edge over diplomats, including Russian Ambassador Alexander Botsan-Kharchenko. This is undoubtably a result of the fact that the Russian military is
traditionally highly regarded by the Serbian public.
As mentioned earlier, the attitude presented in the media is vastly different when it comes
to the shipments of medical equipment received from the EU countries. Although just
one-fifth of all articles covering medical aid to Serbia focused on the European help, two-thirds of all negatively framed news on this topic was directed towards the EU. Moreover,
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only one-third of all the articles focusing on the EU’s role in this period were positively
phrased, while half had a clear negative tone. The same is true of statements by political
leaders. President Vucic spoke negatively twice more often than positively with respect
to Brussels’ medical assistance to Serbia, and other state officials followed accordingly.
The only exception is Prime Minister Brnabic, who had three times as many positive
than negative comments on EU help. In addition, the modest number of articles on EU
assistance were published in the form of press releases and statements made by the
EU ambassador to Serbia, Sem Fabrizi, and, to a lesser extent, the Minister for European
Integration Jadranka Joksimovic, who were the central creators of the narratives on EU
assistance.
It is also interesting to follow how the parallel narratives have been constructed in articles
that simultaneously cover medical aid coming from multiple actors. There are five times
more articles commenting positively on help from China and Russia at the same time
then those clearly inclined to one of the two. This shows that if there was a deliberate
attempt by the government to shift the narrative about Serbia’s main partner in the east
from Russia towards China, this has been done more subtly, without openly confronting
the two actors in the media, but rather through disproportional emphasis on China in
comparison to Russia when it comes to the medical supplies to Serbia. However, both
Chinese and Russian help was presented in a positive light in those articles that are
critical towards Brussels, further underscoring the negative tone towards the EU.
In order to build the anti-EU narrative some media outlets, like Vecernje Novosti,
interviewed selected domestic and foreign Eurosceptics, such as journalist Ljiljana
Smajlovic, editor-in-chief Milorad Vucelic, historian Srdja Trifkovic, Jean-Christophe
Buisson from ‘Le Figaro,’ among others.
In addition to intensifying criticism of the EU, part of COVID-related reporting also served
to stifle government critics. Journalist Ljiljana Smajlovic warned the Serbian public in
May 2020 that “China’s ‘soft power’ will become a matter of Western interest,” which
will lead Western embassies or development agencies to fund investigative journalists,
independent media and civil society organizations in the Balkans to “prove that Serbia
has turned to China and abandoned the European orientation.”4 In response to civil
society criticism of Serbia’s courtship of China and acceptance of the Chinese model
of crisis response, Milorad Vucelic, editor-in-chief of Vecernje novosti, labeled Vucic’s
critics as a the ‘Corona coalition’, accusing them of being China- and Russophobic and
loyal to the West.5
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Media reporting on shipments of vaccines
Reporting on vaccine shipments which Serbia received from both the East and the West
was much more nuanced when compared to the medical aid. First, the media space
was spread much more evenly between the aforementioned foreign actors. In the period
between November 2020 and April 2021, the Russian vaccines were covered the most,
with news related to the shipments of Sputnik V to Serbia appearing in 40% of articles,
while the shipments from China and the EU were covered by approximately 30% of
articles each. Also, the tone of the media coverage was more balanced; between 40%
and 46% per cent of articles covering each of the vaccines was phrased in a neutral,
fact-based manner.

This relative subtlety in the tone of media reporting about the vaccines may reflect
an attempt by the government to promote vaccination efforts and counteract antivax
rhetoric which was quickly gaining ground in the general public. The government was
also eager to present itself as the major winner of the global scramble for vaccines, as it
was able to secure shipments from all sides very early. Moreover, pro-government media
and actors loyal to the ruling party were mobilized to support the narrative that Serbia
managed to secure vaccines thanks to the personal skills and leadership of President
Vucic, including his ties to world leaders and companies. He was even portrayed as Robin
Hood, who managed to “steal” vaccines from the most powerful and richest countries in
the world. To confirm his role as leader of the fight against coronavirus, Vucic said: “I had
to find out with whom in which country we need to talk - the state leadership, but also the
secret services, police chiefs, and the armed forces.”6 Therefore, the essence of media
reporting on vaccines is a great recognition of Vucic’s policy from foreign countries,
media, diplomats and analysts. Against this background, all vaccines imported to Serbia
have been praised by both officials and pro-government media outlets. This is evidenced
by the significant number of articles presenting all three major players - China, Russia
and the EU – in a positive light simultaneously, which was very rarely the case in media
reports on the medical aid.
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However, there are still some major differences in the tone in which the rest of the
articles have been presented. The most positive coverage was once again related to
China, with 58% of articles phrased positively, in comparison to just two per cent of the
negative articles. For Russian vaccines there was also virtually no negative coverage
in the media, but the overall positive tone was slightly less present than in the case of
China, with 52 per cent of acclamatory articles. The situation is vastly different in the
case of the EU, with one-third of all articles on the vaccines coming from the EU being
phrased in a critical or negative tone.

Results are similar when we compare the narrative of brotherhood/close friendship in
the media reporting on vaccines. Every second article conveying such a strong emotional
message focuses on China, while Russia is mentioned in this light in 44 per cent of
emotionally charged articles. As expected, those articles about the close friendship with
European countries as demonstrated through collaboration on vaccines were practically
non-existent.
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The main domestic political figures were the primary source of information and
creators of China’s positive role in the vaccination process in Serbia. The main narrative
about China’s Sinopharm is that it is the backbone of collective immunization against
coronavirus. Moreover, the message conveyed to both international and domestic
audiences is that thanks to China, which provided 1.5 million doses of Sinopharm at
the time, Serbia, at the time, became a European leader in vaccination efforts –with the
second fastest vaccination rate in Europe after the UK.
President Vucic was the most vocal on this process, appearing in 40 per cent of all
positively framed articles on China, followed by Prime Minister Brnabic. The president
spoke often of the effectiveness of the Chinese vaccine, arguing that “Sinopharm is
the vaccine with the least unwanted contraindications in the world.”7 In an exclusive
interview on Euronews Now, which was translated in the local media, Vucic repeated
that “some vaccines that were coming from the East were even safer than those that we
got from the West.”8 Public support for the Chinese vaccine was also built through the
large number of state officials and civic servants who voluntarily received Sinopharm.
Notable is that Chinese diplomats have been far less present in the media regarding
the topic of vaccines in comparison to the case of medical equipment at the beginning
of the pandemic. This data goes along well with the hypothesis that the rhetoric on the
medical aid was used much more directly to promote the role of China in the public eye.
When it comes to Russia, Serbian officials have preserved the positive tone, praising the
quality of the Sputnik V vaccine and refraining from any critical tone. Nonetheless, it is
clear that Vucic was slightly less enthusiastic of their involvement when compared to
the Chinese, appearing in only 30 per cent of the articles praising Russia on vaccines.
The data also shows that the Russian diplomacy was far more active in this period,
possibly attempting to react to the somewhat lackluster media reporting on the medical
aid provided by Moscow.
Despite the Socialist Party of Serbia being considered a Russian proxy in the Serbian
government, its leader, Ivica Dacic, adopted nuanced rhetoric about Russian assistance
and Sputnik V and called on Serbian citizens to receive any of the available vaccines.
Speaking about his desire to receive the Sputnik V, Dacic told the tabloid Informer in
January 2021 that “the agreement is that the president, the prime minister and I will receive
different vaccines. I got Russian. And anyway, everyone says that I am pro-Russian.”9 On
the contrary, Minister of Innovation Nenad Popovic was in charge of maintaining the
public image that relations between Serbia and Russia were at the highest level. “No
country in Europe has received as many vaccines from Russia as Serbia has received.
At this moment, when Russia itself is facing difficulties in distributing enough vaccines
to its regions, it helps Serbia and sends vaccines when we need them most,” Popovic
said to the Tanjug news agency in February 2021, adding that “this is the strongest proof
of the brotherly relations between the two countries and the best personal relations
between Presidents Aleksandar Vucic and Vladimir Putin.”10
Although the overall tone on the media reporting on the EU was somewhat softened on
the subject of vaccines, the major political actors were even more critical when it came
to the role of Brussels than in the case of medical aid. In the observed period, President
Vucic was four times more likely to speak negatively of the EU vaccination policies and
its readiness to export vaccines to Serbia. Furthermore, while Prime Minister Brnabic
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was speaking mostly positively on EU aid to Serbia in terms of medical equipment, each
positive comment about vaccines she had another negatively coined statement. When
talking about vaccines from Western suppliers and those through the COVAX system,
politicians constantly pointed out that Serbia paid two million euros to Brussels for the
development of the vaccine, but it did not receive any through the COVAX system. “We
didn’t get the Pfizer vaccine, we paid for it. If we hadn’t paid, we wouldn’t have had it,”11
said Vučić for tabloid Informer.
Moreover, although there was a significant number of articles in which the EU was
praised alongside Russia and China, the survey shows that one is three times more likely
to find an article on vaccines in which praise for Eastern partners was followed by the
denunciation of Brussels. However, to reiterate, the tactics of relativizing the positive
tone of reporting on the EU’s role by inserting the criticism in the same article, which
has been widely used in the case of medical aid, was far less present on the topic of
vaccines.
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The effects of pro-Chinese and anti-European narratives
The analysis of media articles showed that media reporting was reduced to the
transmission of statements by the Serbian political leadership, who were the most
responsible for creating the narrative that contributed to China’s popularity among
Serbian citizens and perception of the EU as a passive and unreliable partner. Although
Serbia’s official foreign policy goal is EU membership, anti-EU discourse in the pro-government media have affected the perception of Serbian citizens about international
assistance, as evidenced by a public opinion poll conducted by the Belgrade Centre for
Security Policy in late September 2021.12 Many citizens are unaware of the fact that
the EU provided 93 million euros to Serbia due to the coordinated efforts of the Serbian
ruling political elite to portray China as the greatest source of support for Serbia in
fighting COVID-19. Around 50 per cent of Serbian citizens falsely believe that China
provided Serbia with the biggest financial and humanitarian assistance in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic, while 18 percent of the surveyed citizens consider
that to be Russia and only 12 per cent said it was the European Union. Although the
government’s harsh criticism of the EU eased over time, in the long run it could
contribute to the rise of Euroscepticism and a decrease in the EU’s credibility in Serbia,
which could in turn harm Serbia’s EU integration process.
Please name one country or international organization that provided the largest financial
and / or humanitarian assistance to Serbia in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic?

Through media coverage of medical aid and vaccines, Serbia’s political leadership
managed drove a narrative to convince citizens that balancing the geopolitical interests
of Serbia pays off at a critical moment, contradicting its official foreign policy goal of
EU membership. This was also part of a broader effort to improve President Vucic’s
reputation internationally, portraying him as a capable leader balancing between world
powers while being independent of all interests. In addition to media reports aimed
at presenting the president of Serbia as the major winner of the global scramble for
medical equipment and vaccines, the Serbian leadership used crisis reporting to justify
authoritarian rule in Serbia.
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